Welcome! The course introduces you to the development of international relations since 1945. Over the next four months, we will consider how the international order developed in the aftermath of the Second World War. We will examine the rise of bipolar and multi-polar international systems, the rise and resolution of inter- and intra-alliance conflicts, and the effort by some communities to remain non-aligned. Throughout the term, I want you to consider whether and/or how this course’s defining meta-conflict, the Cold War, affected developments in Africa, the Americas, Asia, and Europe.

Most importantly, in this spring term you will offer your unique interpretation of the issues, conflicts, and resolutions that have defined the global order since 1945. You will do this through your weekly discussion meetings, your in-class, closed note exam compositions, and your analytic paper. I want to know what you think and why you think it. I know that my colleague in this class—your Teaching Fellow, Chris Stokum—is also eager to learn your thoughts and opinions regarding the material covered in the class, and to see how they inform and are informed by the information we will cover this spring semester.

**Required Texts:** Part of this knowledge will come from books. All students in this course must have easy access to the following three works. All are available in the Boston University bookstore and via online outlets:


[Hereafter Keylor]


**Buy (and read) all three tomes.** You will have to use them over the course of the term, as they are vital to specific assignments that comprise your overall course grade.

**Grade Breakdown:** There are four basic elements that determine your overall grade. Here they are, along with how much of your grade they compose:

- Midterm Exam (25%)
- Analytic Paper (20%)
- Discussion participation (25%)
- Final Exam (30%)
**Midterm and Final Examinations**: Both the midterm exam (February 27) and the final exam (TBA) will be in essay format. Both exams will be designed cooperatively by Chris and me. To prepare for these tests, you should repeatedly review the notes you take in lectures and on the readings. A week before the midterm, I will distribute a study sheet to help focus your preparations, consisting of the exam format and a list of study questions you should ask yourself after reviewing your notes for several hours. I will also make the Power Point slides for exam related lectures available online a week before each exam. Both the midterm and the final exam must be taken on their assigned dates, although alternate dates will be made available if you were if you have a legitimate and verifiable excuse.

**The Analytic Paper**: Firsthand, innovative analysis of foreign relations forms the foundation of scholarly inquiry in both history and international relations. It is a goal of this course to accustom all students to the regular scrutinizing of documents from the post-World War II order. In a paper due on April 3, you will analyze a primary source connected to the transformation of the international order since 1945. Most of you will choose a document from the Hanhimäki and Westad readers or from the course’s Blackboard website. You may depart from their offerings, but I strongly suggest that you run your selection by Chris, and possibly by me.

There are a few general items to keep in mind for the analytic paper. It should be five to seven pages in length, and should be double-spaced with one inch margins and twelve point font. It should present your opinion and analysis of this document, though you are encouraged to support your analysis with secondary sources (Keylor and Westad will be necessary; others are optional). It should also discuss how the prior international order shaped the document, and how the document shaped the subsequent international order. I will be providing you with a handout describing this assignment in greater detail the third week of the course. **Note**: You will have to submit these papers to Turnitin.com, as well as submit them in hard copy in class.

**Discussion participation**: One way to ensure you are prepared for the significant issues that can emerge on exam questions and form the basis of an analytic paper is to participate in your weekly discussion sections. Chris will be distributing his syllabus for the weekly meetings that you will have regarding the course. Attendance and participation are mandatory, as your involvement in these group-based or classroom-wide discussions will comprise one-fourth of your overall grade. Should you miss a meeting, you need to arrange with Chris to attend another one. Chris and I request that you come prepared to discuss the topics covered in these meetings, and that you show proper respect for all individuals and ideas present in the room.

**Academic Honesty**: Boston University is committed to the principles of intellectual honesty and integrity. All BU students are expected to maintain complete honesty in all academic venues, presenting only that which is their own work in tests and all other assignments. Cheating and plagiarism are serious offences, with serious consequences. BU’s Academic Code explicitly states that either will result in a failing grade on the assignment, and notification of the offense to an Academic Advisor and to the Academic Dean. You will be held accountable to the academic regulations and infractions described in it. If I consider the offense serious enough, I will
automatically assign a failing grade for the course. If you have any questions about this, please contact me prior to submitting the work for evaluation.

Electronic materials policy: I am happy to see electronic devices like iPads and laptops used in class to take notes; audio recordings are not allowed without proper documentation. However, I do require you to be using your electronic device for academic purposes. If I notice or Chris notices that you are not doing so, you will need to leave class.

Course Schedule

Note: This schedule is subject to change due to weather and other issues (Nor‘Easters, anyone?). I will post changes in advance if at all possible. If issues force class cancellation, I will modify the schedule, and distribute a new one.


January 25: A New Conflict in Europe (1945-1949)?

January 30: A ‘Cold War’ in Europe (1949-1953)—NSC-68
   Online readings: Extracts from NSC-68.

February 1: A ‘New Look’ to Europe’s Cold War (1953-1961)

February 6: A ‘Cold War’ in East Asia (1945-1960)

February 8: Southern Asia’s struggles in the early Cold War (1946-1961)


February 15: A ‘Third World’ in the Cold War: Latin America (1945-1960)

February 20: NO CLASS (President’s Holiday)
February 21: **NO CLASS—Midterm Study Period** (Begin studying for your midterm)

February 22: Kennedy’s Crises Management (1961-1963)


February 27: Midterm Exam **(IN CLASS)**

March 1: Cold War Détente and Asian Rebirth (1963-1984)


March 4-12: NO CLASS (Spring break)

March 13: Cold War Multi-Polarity (1960-1975)


March 20: Détente Here? The Middle East from Suez to Camp David.

**Readings:** Keylor, 344-351, 395-397.


March 29: Détente Dies: A Renewed Cold War (1977-1985)


**Analytic paper due in hard copy and in lecture, and via Turnitin.com!**

April 5: Eurasia: A Clash of Civilizations or the End of History (1990-2007)

April 10: Asia: A New World Order (1989-2007)?

   **Readings:** Keylor, 511-530. Hanhimäki and Westad, 639-641, 644-646.
   **Online readings:** Extracts from Francis Fukuyama’s “The End of History”

April 17: **NO CLASS (Patriot’s Day)**

   **Readings:** Keylor, 532-546. 654-659.

   **Readings:** Keylor, 548-560.

April 26 and May 1: The Twenty-first Century World (1999-present)
   **Readings:** Keylor, 562-592.

May 3: Four Score in Review.